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Description per item in the KSMAnalyze Quote. 
 
KSMAnalyze, an office program to reduce the biggest costs in cables, MATERIAL 
The tool to analyze KSM measuring data as well as added data, display trends and  
calculate Over dimensional cost also for the metal conductors in your cables.  
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40 KSMAnalyze, 
the tool to reduce the biggest cost in cables, MATERIAL 

 
Language and settings from KSM is used. 

Modules for KSMAnalyze 

41 KSMAnalyze Basic system with filter functions and trends 
The office program KSMAnalyze is used to analyze and display different trends based upon 
measuring data from the KSM measuring system. This to learn how different production lines, 
operators, tools and material behave. By seeing the differences improvements and material saving 
actions can take place. Also other data such as resistance, strip force and weights can be analyzed. 
When the program start all measured data with specifications are displayed which normally are 
located at the company server. 
 

Profiles 

Four profiles selectable for example when more KSM units are used.. 

 

Date range filter 

 
 

Filter-1 
All info fields are 
selectable. 
 
Groups to combine 
different selections, for 
example Insulation lines. 
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Filter-2 
All info fields are 
selectable and can then be 
combined with Filter-1. 
Groups to combine 
different selections, for 
example night shift. 

 
 

By selecting an article, 
(product code) possibly 
combined with Filter-1 
and Filter-2, all 
measuring and input data 
for this article can be 
selected for trends or 
export to an xls file. 
 

Quick filter to select 
articles (product codes) 
or cable name. The same 
for Filter-1 and -2       
 

 
 

The same selection can 
also be exported to an xls 
file.  

Comparing makes it possible to learn how to reduce the biggest cost in cables, 
MATERIAL. 
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KSMAnalyze Over dimensional (OD) cost 

Many different 
reports available. 
New reports can upon 
request be added 

 

42 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional cost, Plastic    
The trends to analyze are the ones were the biggest over dimensional (OD) cost occur. 
The different OD optional reports give clear information where savings could be achieved. 
The OD Plastic report is OD cost per article (product code) sorted with the highest cost on top. 
Cost in the local currency based upon material density and price. If price is selected to 1, the report 
will be in weight (kg or pound) OD and if density also is selected to 1, the report will show volume. 
The same occur for all OD reports. 

 
 
As in most parts of the KSMAnalyze program also exportable to an automatically named xls file.  
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43 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional cost, Plastic by Filter-1   

Filter-1 all Info 
fields can be selected 
Most common is 
Machine. 

   
 

  Other data can be displayed. 
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44 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional cost, Metal   
This report tell were the biggest metal (based upon measured resistance) over dimensional (OD) cost 
occur. Per article (product code) sorted with the highest cost on top. 

 
 

45 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional cost, Metal by Filter-1   

  Other data can be displayed. 
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46 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional report, Plastic per year/month 
Report per last 12 months based upon information on total length produced. 
Added articles (product codes) are memorized for next report on the same 

 
Report per last 12 months based upon information on total length produced. 
Per month and summarized. 

   

 
 

47 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional report, Metal per year/month 
The same as for Plastic but Metal instead. Based upon measured (or noted) resistance. 
 

48 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional report, Plastic per week/day 
The same as month/year but a summery for the week including every day in the week 
 

49 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional report, Metal per week/day 
The same as for Plastic but Metal instead. Based upon measured (or noted) resistance. 
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50 KSMAnalyze Over dimensional report, Wall Extra % by month 
Percent over dimension wall for selected or all measured articles last 12 months. 
Like all KSMAnalyze reports also exportable to an automatically named xls file. 
Measuring data compared with specification walls. Select articles (product codes) or all. 
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51 Report, Count number of measurement, xls file 

   
Any info field selectable for the xls report 

In all reports subjects Filer-1 and/or Filter-2 is selectable. 

Default setting possible for all OD reports 

 

Repair Overdim (OD) 

 
The program Is used to add data in older KSM measuring (dat) files not containing plastic material 
price and density. From KSM Program version 3.00 the measuring (dat) files contains material price 
and density if the product was measured in the KSMLDB or in the KSMRemote mode and material 
was specified. 


